SPARK STARTUP
ESTEAM® MENTORSHIP AND MATERIALS PROGRAM

Know someone ages 8-18 with a business idea and a need? Participants receive 1-1 mentor support for four months and up to $500 in materials shipped to their door to help start or scale their business.


PROGRAM DETAILS
+ Structured mentoring and guided activities from trained mentors
+ Resources to support their business (materials, etc.) and work to make it a reality
+ Opportunities to speak to real entrepreneurs about their ideas and mindsets
+ SMART Goals to develop business alongside entrepreneurial mindsets and skills

ELIGIBLE YOUTH
+ Ages 8-18 with an idea for a product or service
+ Able to upload a brief pitch video about their idea
+ Have signed parent/legal guardian’s forms
+ Lives in one of the listed Ohio Counties

APPLICATION DUE
August 21, 2023!

APPLICATION & FULL SCHEDULE
Apply: venturelab.org/venturelab-spark

For questions, contact Lindly at lindly@venturelab.org